
Enterprise Architect Integration with Jama Connect

Enterprise Architect Users

Benefits of Integration for Enterprise Architect and Jama Connect Users

DATASHEET

The engineering/development team uses Enterprise Architect (EA) to model complex information/requirements, and the product 
management team uses Jama connect to manage requirements.  Accurate requirements definition, sub-requirement creation, 
and verification need fast and easy collaboration across both teams.  However, poor cross-communication and visibility can 
result in rework, delays, human errors and suboptimal system performance, significantly hindering business agility.

Clear visibility into the requirements, sub-requirements and dependencies from within the system

Features of OpsHub Integration Manager

Bi-directional sync with conflict resolution

Support for the largest number of entities

Database-class reliability and recovery

Support from 50+ systems and growing

History preservation and Process customization

Accurate requirements modelling by automating data flow and eliminating the scope of errors

Comprehensive requirements analysis by connecting systems architecture with requirements

Jama Connect Users

Visibility into the design and development progress from the native system

Full traceability from requirements to design and development right inside Jama Connect

Real-time insights into requirements modelling lead to faster collaboration & decision making

Integrating Jama Connect and Enterprise Architect (EA) using OpsHub Integration Manager (OIM) helps the systems architect 
access the latest requirement updates and customer priorities (Jama Connect) within EA. Product managers get real-time 
visibility on queries from the design team and sub-requirements logged in EA for further clarification. In addition, the 
bi-directional synchronization of data between product teams and systems development teams allows product managers and 
systems engineers to collaborate better, tie requirements to visual models more accurately while using their native tools. All 
historical and current data is available to each user, in that user’s preferred system, with full context, in real-time with OIM 
integration for these systems.
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Commonly synchronized entities between Enterprise Architect and Jama Connect

+EA Element Requirement

Supported System Versions

For the latest supported versions of the systems mentioned in the datasheet, refer here.

https://docs.myopshub.com/oim/index.php/Systems_Supported_List

